
                                                                                             

March 2, 2023 

Good morning! It’s Irene Qiu from 731 and I’m here this Thoughtful 

Thursday on behalf of the S.E.A.L Team. 

Today is a special day in the world of children's literature, as we 

celebrate the birthday of the one and only Dr. Seuss! Born on March 2, 1904, 

Dr. Seuss captured the hearts and imaginations of countless readers with his 

quirky characters and imaginative stories. 

We celebrate Dr. Seuss's birthday not only because he was a master of 

his craft, but also because his books inspire us to dream big and see the 

world in new and exciting ways. As Dr. Seuss once said, "You have brains in 

your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction 

you choose." 

Today, let's take a moment to remember the joy and wonder that Dr. 

Seuss's stories have brought to our lives, and let's continue to explore the 

power of reading and imagination. Whether you're a fan of "The Cat in the 

Hat," "Green Eggs and Ham," or any of Dr. Seuss's other classic tales, let's 

celebrate his legacy and the magic of storytelling. 



Happy birthday, Dr. Seuss! Thank you for inspiring us to think outside 

the box and follow our dreams.  

Thanks for listening have a Thing One and Thing Two Thursday😊 

 

SEAL Team pledge: 

We are the Dyker S.E.A.L. Team 

Positivity is our dream 

We teach it every day 

To help others live the optimistic way 

We learn to control our emotions and feelings 

So, we always have effective social dealings 

No stone left unturned; no person left behind 

Every member of our team has the power to be kind 

We spread kindness to our friends, families, and those who need a smile 

When facing hardships and adversity, the S.E.A.L. Team goes the extra mile 

                                                            


